
Assignment 5: Part 1 (COMPLETE)

Sprites on a Plane

COMP-202B, Winter 2011, All Sections

Due: Wednesday, April 6, 2011 (13:00)

This assignment comes in TWO parts. Part 2 of the assignment will be published on the
course website, in a separate pdf file, some time before March 30th.

You MUST do this assignment individually and, unless otherwise specified, you MUST follow all the general
instructions and regulations for assignments. For example, all the methods asked for in this specification
should be public, and any helper methods you define should be private. Graders have the discretion to deduct
up to 10% of the value of this assignment for deviations from the general instructions and regulations.

Section 1: 0 points
Section 2, Question 1: 50 points
Section 2, Additional Questions (Part 2): 50 points

100 points total

Resources

You will be using several classes in this assignment that you have never used before. We expect you to look
up information about relevant methods in the documentation for these classes as needed when writing your
code.

FANG Documentation:

• The Sprite class: http://www.fangengine.org/images/docs/api/fang2/core/Sprite.html
You might want to look at subclasses of Sprite, too, like RectangleSprite, ImageSprite, etc.

• The Game class: http://www.fangengine.org/images/docs/api/fang2/core/Game.html

Relevant standard classes:

• The Date class: http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/sql/Date.html

• The Calendar class: http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/util/Calendar.html

• DateFormat class: http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/text/DateFormat.html

• The Random class: http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/util/Random.html

Section 1 (0 points): Warm-up – contains essential information.

Warm-up Question 1 (0 points)
In this assignment, you will get to play around with elements of a predefined graphical user interface
(GUI). This GUI is part of the Freely Available Networked Gaming (FANG) Engine, www.fangengine.
org). The point of this warm-up exercise is to help you start using the FANG application programming
interface (API), a collection of classes much like that Standard Java Class Library.
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1. Make sure fang.jar and AirlineSimulatorWarmUp.java are in the same directory.

2. Open AirlineSimulatorWarmUp.java and read it: it has a couple of import statements; it extends
the Game class; it overrides two methods from the Game class: the setup() method, and the
advance() method. For now, these methods are empty. You will fill them in shortly.

3. Compile and run the program with the following commands. Note that if you’re running Windows,
you will have to replace the : with a ; in the commands below to add fang.jar to your class path.
Beware of copy-pasting from the pdf to the command-line.

javac -cp .:fang.jar AirlineSimulatorWarmUp.java

java -cp .:fang.jar AirlineSimulatorWarmUp

When the program runs, a window should pop up: it’s mostly black; it has reddish buttons along
the bottom. You can just close it; it doesn’t do anything interesting yet. The black area is called the
“canvas”. You’re going to add code to AirlineSimulatorWarmUp.java so that your window looks
like the screen shot below, with a red shape and a blue shape on the canvas. I added in some arrows
to indicate how the coordinate system is organized in your window: a shape placed at coordinates
(0.0, 0.0) will appear in the top-left corner, and so on. Note that in the air-traffic simulation
described below, we assume a coordinate system whose top left corner is (0, 0), and
whose bottom right corner is (100, 100). You will have to convert one coordinate system
to the other when drawing planes and airports on your canvas.

In computer graphics, a two-dimensional figure is called a sprite. Accordingly, you can use Sprite

objects in any class that extends Game to add shapes to the canvas and animate them. FANG pro-
vides you with many different kinds of sprites, each of which extend the Sprite class: RectangleSprite
and OvalSprite are the two examples we will work with for now. Every Sprite has many useful
instance methods such as setLocation(), setColor(), etc.

4. Declare two private, static variables in the AirlineSimulatorWarmUp class: one called box, of
type RectangleSprite, and one called ball of type OvalSprite.

5. In the setup() method, you will define the initial state of your canvas. Initialize box to a new
RectangleSprite object of width 0.2, and height 0.5. Use the setLocation() method to give
box an x-coordinate of 0.5 and a y-coordinate of 0.5. Use the setColor() method to give box the
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colour blue, as follows: box.setColor(getColor("blue")). The getColor() method is a static

method from the Game class. Finally, place box on this canvas by calling this.addSprite(box).
Now compile and run your code again. You should see a blue rectangle on the canvas.

6. In the setup() method, initialize ball to a new OvalSprite object of width 0.1 and height 0.1. Set
its location to (0.5, 0.25). Set its colour to red. Add this second sprite to this canvas. Compile and
run your code. What happens if you move addSprite(box) to be after addSprite(ball)?

7. Now you will add code to the advance() method to make your sprites move. The black canvas
you see when you run the program is actually a movie (a series of pictures or “frames”), and the
advance() method specifies what is changed between each consecutive frame of this movie. In our
case, we want box to move 0.01 to the right at each step, and we want ball to move down by 0.02
at each step. We achieve this by using setLocation() to update the (x, y) coordinates of ball
and box respectively. Having trouble writing the code for this step? The TAs can help you out.

Section 2

Overview

The goal of this assignment is to write a program that processes a list of travel reservations, and then (the fun
part!) simulates the resulting airplane traffic between many airports. Traffic can get quite hectic: the flight
schedule is complicated, there are random delays and cancellations, airports can only allow a limited number
of planes to take off or land at any given time, there are different kinds of airplanes with different constraints
on speed and flight paths, etc. The possibilities for chaos and doom are delightfully endless!

Your air traffic simulation is centred around the concept of an airline. An airline has a bunch of airports,
planes and scheduled flights. Each airport keeps track of which planes are currently grounded there. It
authorizes planes to take off and land. Each flight is associated with a particular plane. A flight has a
starting point and an end point, and a departure time. As time progresses, planes take off and land at
different airports according to their scheduled flights.

As with Assignment 4, the questions in Assignment 5 correspond to phases of program design and develop-
ment. First you’ll write a relatively simple prototype and then you will gradually add on more and more
features. When you hand in your assignment, you must declare which parts of the assignment you completed
in a plain-text file called readme.txt.

Test your code often! At any step of the implementation process, you can make a little test class in which
the main() method creates objects that you’ve defined and calls methods on them, etc. Do it. Not sure how
to do it? Then go ask a TA or instructor for some advice about program testing – we won’t mind! :)

Question 1: Travel in Luxury, with TinyAir (50 points)

In this question, you will write a simple version of your final air traffic simulator. Here’s a screen shot
of what this simple version will look like: two planes travelling between two airports; nothing fancy.
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OK, here are the classes you need to write.

Point

Write a class that represents a point in 2D space, and save it in Point.java. A Point has an x-coordinate
and a y-coordinate (both of type double). It has the following constructor and public instance methods.

• Its constructor accepts two parameters of type double and uses them to initialize the instance
variables of this Point.

• The getX() and getY() methods have no parameters and each return a double representing the x
or y coordinate of this Point, respectively.

• The toString() method has no parameters and returns a String representation of this Point

that looks like "(5.0,3.0)", for example, if this Point has x-coordinate 5.0 and y-coord. 3.0.

Jet

A Jet implements the Airborne interface (see Airborne.java). It’s a kind of plane. It has a location
of type Point, a double that represents its maximum speed, and a String name. It has the following
constructor and public instance methods.

• Its constructor accepts a String and a Point, uses those parameters to initialize the instance
variables of this Jet and sets the max. speed to 1.

• The getName() method accepts no parameters and returns the name of this Jet. The getCurrentLocation()
method follows the same idea.

• The isInLandingRange() method must satisfy the requirements of the Airborne interface. In this
case, if the distance between this Jet and its destination is less than is max. speed we conclude
that the Jet is in landing range of the destination. Otherwise, it’s not.

• See hints below. As something that is Airborne, a Jet can travel toward a destination/goal.
The updateTowardGoal() method updates the location of this Jet according to how fast it can
travel in one “time step”. In one time step, a Jet can move

(maxSpeed)(Dx)

|Dx|+ |Dy|

along the x-axis and
(maxSpeed)(Dy)

|Dx|+ |Dy|
along the y-axis.

Here:
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– Dx = horizontal difference between Goal and Current Location (might be negative)

– Dy = vertical difference between Goal and Current Location (might be negative)

Hints:
– Make sure to avoid dividing by 0.

– If the distance between the plane’s current location and the goal is less than maxSpeed, rather
than adding a full step to the plane’s current location, add just enough to put the plane exactly
at its goal. This will avoid overshooting the goal.

Flight

A Flight object is a package of schedule information about a flight between one airport and another.
Its instance variables keep track of. . .

• Two Date objects: the scheduled departure time and the actual departure time. The actual depar-
ture time will be used for simulating delays in Part 2 of the assignment.

• A vessel, of type Jet,

• A Route,

• A status. The status can be an integer between 1 and 4. We strongly recommend that you define
public static constants CANCELLED = 1, INFLIGHT = 2, COMPLETED = 3, NOTSTARTED = 4. Use
these constants whenever you have to do something related to flight status.

The Flight class includes the following constructors and public instance methods:

• The Flight constructor has parameters for the scheduled departure, the vessel and the route. It
initializes the instance variables of this Flight with these parameters. The initial status of a
Flight is always NOTSTARTED. When a Flight is created, the actual start time is initially equal to
the scheduled start time.

• The update() method accepts no parameters and returns nothing. It updates the current location of
the plane assigned to this Flight if the flight is currently in the air, travelling toward a destination.

• The toString() method returns a String representation of this Flight. Something like: "Flight
leaves from new york at Thu Jan 01 01:00:00 EST 1970 and arrives in montreal". Use
the toString() method of the Date instance in this Flight.

Flight also has the following public getter and setter methods.

• isInLandingRange(): checks if the vessel assigned to this Flight close enough to its destination
to land. It returns a boolean. Note that only it only makes sense for a Flight to be in
landing range if it is currently INFLIGHT.

• getCurrentLocation(): accepts no parameters and returns the current location of the vessel
assigned to this Flight.

• getDepartureCity(): accepts no parameters and returns the departure city (a String) of this
Flight.

• getArrivalCity() : accepts no parameters and returns the arrival city (a String) of this Flight.

• setStatus(): given an integer parameter, changes the status of this Flight. You may assume
that the parameter is between 1 and 4.

• getPlaneName(): accepts no parameters and returns the String that represents the name of the
vessel assigned to this Flight.

• getCurrentDepartureTime(): returns the actual departure time of this Flight.

• isCancelled(): returns a boolean that indicates whether this Flight is cancelled or not.

• getPlane(): returns the vessel that is assigned to this Flight.
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Mercury Online Course Evaluation

The Mercury Online Course Evaluation gathers information from students about the quality of teach-
ing at McGill.

• A student has a section instructor and a Minerva account. The student signs into Minerva

at https://banweb.mcgill.ca/mcgp/twbkwbis.P_WWWLogin. If this student has 10.0 minutes
of free time, he or she selects the Student Menu, clicks on Mercury Online Course Evaluation

Menu and answers a series of questions about COMP-202 and about the section instructor of
this student.

• After submitting the final course grades, the section instructor reads the evaluations submitted
by the students of this section instructor. If the response rate of the evaluations is above
0.3, the evaluations can be published for future students to see. If the section instructor receives
k written comments in their course evaluations, the probability of improvement of this section

instructor is k
n , where n is the number of students in the section.

Airport

An Airport manages the comings and going of planes: it schedules their take-offs and their landings.
It’s where all the magic happens. Its instance variables keep track of:

• A String that represents the name of the airport’s city.

• A Point that represents the location of the airport.

• An ArrayList of Jets that represents which vessels are currently at the airport.

• Two doubles that represent the probability of a flight getting cancelled, and a flight getting delayed.
(You will only start using these probabilities in Part 2 of the assignment).

• A Date that represents the last time this Airport checked and updated the status of all the
planes in the flight schedule. Think of it as the last time the air traffic monitoring system has been
updated. This variable will be used to drive the simulation of air traffic.

The Airport class includes the following constructors and public instance methods:

• Define the initial state of this Airport with the following constructor parameters.
– A city (String)

– A location (Point) (the location of the airport)

– An ArrayList of Jets (a list of all planes in all airports)

– A number of planes (how many planes this airport starts with)

– A probability of delaying flights

– A probability of cancelling flights
To define this initial state, create the specified number of planes (Jets), then add them to the list
of planes currently at this Airport and to the list of all planes at all airports (given as an input
parameter). You should give each plane a unique name based on the order in which it was created.
For example, the first plane you create (among all planes at all airports) should have name “0”,
and so on. The planes you create for this Airport should have the same initial location as this

Airport.
The constructor should also initialize the time of the “last traffic update” at this Airport to
"00:00:00" . The way to do this is to parse() "00:00:00" through a DateFormat object:
create a DateFormat object (new SimpleDateFormat("hh:mm:ss")), and use its parse() method
to generate a Date object from the String "00:00:00". This part of your code will have to go into
a try-catch block to catch the ParseException thrown by the parse() method.

• The getCity() method returns the String representing the city of this Airport.

• The getAllPlanes() method returns the list of planes that are currently at this Airport.

• The getLocation() method returns the location of this Airport.
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• The toString() method returns a String representation of this Airport. For example, if this
Airport has city "new york" and location at coordinates (70,70), the toString() should return
something like Name: new york; Location: (70.0,70.0). Don’t worry about the exact for-
mat.

• The scheduleTakeOff() method is given an ArrayList of Flight objects and a Date that rep-
resents the current time. It is responsible for allowing scheduled planes to take off from this

Airport.
– For every Flight in the given list, if the most-up-to-date departure time assigned to the Flight

has passed since the last “traffic update” at this Airport we should allow the plane associated
with that flight to take-off. For example, if the last “traffic update” was at 2:00pm and it’s
now 2:02pm, and the flight was scheduled to leave at 2:01pm, we should let the plane onto the
runway.

– You have to find the relevant plane among the list of planes that are currently at this Airport,
remove it from the list and then change the Flight’s status to INFLIGHT.

• The scheduleLandings() method is given an ArrayList of Flight objects and a Date that rep-
resents the current time. It is responsible for grounding the planes that want to land at this

Airport and are close enough to land. You need to look at the list of Flights and pick out the
ones that want to land at this Airport and are in landing range. The flights that can and want
to land need to have their status updated to COMPLETED, and the plane associated with each such
flight should be added to the list of planes currently at this Airport.

• The updateFlights() method is given an ArrayList of Flight objects and a Date that represents
the current time. It schedules planes for take-off, then it schedules landings, then it saves the
given current time in the instance variable that represents the last time this Airport’s traffic has
been updated.

Route

Write a class that represents an airplane route, and save it in Route.java. A Route has a starting
place of type Airport and an ending place of type Airport. It has the following constructor and public
instance methods.

• Its constructor accepts two parameters of type Airport, and uses them to initialize the instance
variables of this Route.

• The getStartCity() method accepts no parameters and returns the String that represents the
city of the starting place.

• The getEndCity() method accepts no parameters and returns the String that represents the city
of the ending place.

• The getEndLocation() method accepts no parameters and returns the Point that represents the
location of the ending place.

Airline

An Airline has a list of Airports, and list of Jets, and list of Flights. It pulls all the information in
the air-traffic simulation together.

Airline has the following constructors and instance methods.

• The constructor takes no arguments and just creates an empty list of airports, and empty list of
jets and an empty list of flights.

• The getAllAirports() method returns the list of Airports of this Airline.

• The getAllFlights() method returns the list of Flights of this Airline.

• The addFlight() method creates a new Flight, based on an input parameter of type String and
adds it to this Airline’s list of all Flights. If the process succeeds, it returns true, otherwise it
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returns false. For example, given a String of the form
"01:00:00\tnew york\tmontreal\t8"

the addFlight() method creates a flight with departure time of today at 01:00:00, associated
Jet whose name is “8” and a Route ending at the Airport named "montreal" and starting at
Airport named "new york".

– Use the split() method in the String class, with a tab delimiter, to break the input String
into an array of 4 Strings. If the resulting array does not have exactly 4 entries, return false.

– Create a DateFormat object (new SimpleDateFormat("hh:mm:ss")), and use its parse()

method to store the given departure time as a Date object. This part of your code will have
to go into a try-catch block to catch the ParseException thrown by the parse() method.

– You will have to search this Airline’s list of all Airports to obtain the Airport objects
needed to create the appropriate Flight. (In our example, we need to find the Airports for
"new york" and "montreal").

– Similarly, you have to search this Airline’s list of all Jets to obtain the Jet object needed
to create the appropriate Flight. (In our example, we need to find the Jet with name "8").

• The addAirport() method method creates a new Airport, based on an input parameter of type
String, and adds it to this Airline’s list of all Airports. If the process succeeds, it returns true,
otherwise it returns false. For example, given a String of the form
"new york\t70\t70\t5\t.1"

the addAirport() method creates an airport with city "new york", location (70, 70), 5 planes
initially at the airport, probability of delaying 0.1 and probability of cancelling also 0.1.

– As in addFlight(), use the split() method create an array from the input String.

– Using the information in the array of Strings obtained from split(), create a new Airport and
add it to this Airline’s airport list. You’ll have to use the parseInt() and parseDouble()

methods in the Integer class to convert some of the Strings to numbers (much like in
Assignment 4). This part of your code should be in a try-catch block to deal with the
NumberFormatException that can be encountered when using parseInt().

AirlineSimulator

Your first version of the AirlineSimulator will create a simple air-traffic scenario that involves only
two airports and two flights.

Instance variables that you should use:

• Sprite[] airports: all the Sprites you will use to represent airports on the game canvas.

• Sprite[] airplanes: all the Sprites you will use to represent airplanes on the game canvas.

• Airline TinyAir: the airline whose traffic will be simulated.

• Calendar clock: this will be the “clock” used to play out the simulation.

Fill in the setup() method.

• Set clock to today’s date and time: clock = Calendar.getInstance(); Then change its time to
"00:00:00". As in Airline and Airport, SimpleDateFormat and parse() will come in handy for
this, and you will need to catch the ParseException that results. The setTime() method in the
Calendar class is also useful.

• Initialize TinyAir with a new Airline object, add two Airports to it, and two Flights to it, using
the following Strings for the Airports. . .

"new york\t70\t70\t1\t.1"

"montreal\t60\t20\t1\t.15"

. . . and the following Strings for the Flights:
"01:35:00\tnew york\tmontreal\t0"

"01:15:00\tmontreal\tnew york\t1"
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• Add Sprites that represent the Airports and Jets at the correct locations and store them in
airports and airplanes, respectively. In the screen shot included a few pages back, you can see
that we used ImageSprites with plane.jpg as well as StringSprites, but you can use whatever
you like. We recommend that you organize the code for creating and adding Sprites into two
private helper methods – it will be much neater that way.

Fill in the advance() method.

• Advance the time stored in clock by one minute. The add() and the MINUTE field in the Calendar

class are useful for this.

• Update all the air-traffic information in all airports of TinyAir and update the status of all the
flights of TinyAir.

• Update the locations of the airplane Sprites.

What To Submit

Everything you write. Precise list will be announced in Part 2 of the assignment.
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